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Abstrat
In this thesis, we study the dynamis near grazing for a model of an atomi fore mirosope in tapping
mode and a model of ell yle mitosis. In partiular, period one behavior is studied near grazing points
orresponding to tangential ontat with the disontinuity surfae used to initiate apillary interations in
a tapping mode AFM model. Two dierent disontinuity mapping analysis methods are developed and
applied to this AFM model. The disontinuity mapping analysis predits the existene of a branh of period
one solutions emanating from the grazing point. In addition, the analysis predits that one eigenvalue of a
suitable Poinaré map approahes −∞ as the varied parameter approahes its grazing value.
The seond, more general, method is then applied to a model of ell yle mitosis at two grazing points
orresponding to trajetories that have tangential ontat with the disontinuity surfae used to trigger a
halving of the ell mass. Again, the analysis predits a branh of period one solutions emanating from the
grazing point, and an eigenvalue whose magnitude grows without bounds as the grazing point is approahed
in parameter spae.
In the ase of both the AFM model and the ell yle model, preditions produed using the disontinuity
mapping analysis are shown to agree with results produed using numerial ontinuation. In addition, we
remark on the limitations of the disontinuity mapping analysis and provide suggestions for future work.
Speially, we identify a family of attrators that exist for the AFM model and that warrant further
investigation.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
This thesis aims to study dynamial behavior of physial systems in the neighborhood of system disonti-
nuities. In partiular, we investigate a model of an atomi fore mirosope in tapping mode that aounts
for a apillary fore aused by interations between two uid lms. This apillary fore interats with the
system disontinuously and depends on the history of the state of the system. Motivated in part by work
done by Hashemi et al. [19℄ that identies an inrease in system dissipation in a parameter regime assoiated
with the onset of this apillary fore, we investigate the behavior of this AFM model for parameter values
orresponding to system behavior that just barely engages the apillary interation.
It is partiularly diult to study behavior in these parameter regimes analytially, so we adapt a dison-
tinuity mapping analysis tehnique, pioneered by Fredriksson et al. [14℄, Nordmark [33℄, di Bernardo et al.
[11℄, and Dankowiz et al. [8℄, and further developed by Dankowiz et al. [7℄, and apply it to the AFM model
to predit behavior near the onset of apillary interations. This analysis predits the universal behavior
near termination points of ertain branhes of period one osillations.
Additionally, a more general method for analyzing system behavior near disontinuities is developed and
applied to the same AFM model. We then ontinue by applying the same general methodology to a model
of ell yle mitosis that exhibits a disontinuity when the ell mass undergoes a halving event. Here, the
analysis again predits that a family of period one osillations emanates from a ritial point.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 will introdue the reader to some bakground
material that will be useful in understanding later hapters. This inludes a setion disussing the basi
ideas behind hybrid dynamial systems and a setion that disusses the numerial methods we will be using
throughout the remainder of this thesis, inluding forward simulation and numerial ontinuation methods.
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Chapter 3 will introdue an example osillator taken from Dankowiz et al. [7℄. This osillator will serve as
an example of many of the ideas disussed in Chapter 2, and as a way of introduing behavior found in the
AFM model disussed in Chapter 4.
In Chapters 4 and 5, we introdue work based on a ollaborative eort between myself and my adviser,
Professor Harry Dankowiz. This inludes a jointly authored paper, titled Singular loss of stability due to
hystereti apillary fores in atomi fore mirosopy, whih will appear in the proeedings of the ASME
2010 International Design Engineering Tehnial Conferenes [26℄, and a paper titled Disontinuity-indued
bifurations in models of mehanial ontat, apillary adhesion, and ell division: a ommon framework,
submitted for publiation in a speial issue of Physia-D on Nonsmooth Systems [9℄.
In Chapter 4, a hybrid dynamial systems model of a tapping mode AFM, taken from Zitzler et al. [53℄, is
introdued. Periodi behavior is then analyzed for parameter values near the onset of apillary interations
using a method pioneered by Dankowiz et al. [7℄, and a generalization desribed here. In Chapter 5, we
apply the same general framework introdued in Chapter 4 to a model of ell yle mitosis. We follow in
Chapter 6 with onlusions, inluding omments about the limitations of our methods and motivation for
future work.
2
Chapter 2
Bakground
2.1 Modeling
Real physial systems arry extraordinary omplexity. Studying even a simple objet involves understanding
the interations between billions of atoms. With nite time and omputational power, it is often impossible
to arry on studying a system while inluding and onsidering every small detail and omplex interation.
Instead, we reate models, artiial things, to represent reality in a way that is beneial to us. There are a
plethora of ways in whih physial systems an be simplied to suite a partiular need. Instead of aounting
for eah atom (and its individual interations), we represent an objet by a single entity with a small number
of degrees of freedom. Complex geometry is often simplied and approximated by muh simpler shapes. In
studying the dynamis of mehanisms, assumptions about the rigidity or ompliane of objets in ontat
an be made, and impats are often assumed to take an innitely small amount of time [6, 34, 35, 36, 40, 46℄.
It may be possible to represent any one physial system by a number of physial and mathematial models.
In hoosing between or dening new models, we are onsequentially passing judgment on the importane of
ertain harateristis of a system. It is therefore essential for us to understand what it is we are modeling
and what the strengths and drawbaks of any partiular model might be. An example of this dilemma is
presented by Stronge et al. [41℄ in the ontext of modeling rigid body impats. In this work, three methods
of modeling impats between two rigid bodies are explained. The rst is Newton's law of ollisions, whih
relies upon the ommonly deployed kinemati oeient of restitution. This model relates the inoming
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veloity of an objet before impat to its outgoing veloity immediately following impat with a onstant:
v+ = −ev−, (2.1)
where 0 ≤ e ≤ 1. A seond model is the Poisson impat law that relies on an impulsive oeient of
restitution, whih equals the negative ratio between the normal impulse lost through ontat interations
during the ompression phase and the normal impulse imparted to the impating objets in the restitution
phase. Finally, Stronge introdues a third method of modeling suh impats relying on an energeti oeient
of restitution given by
e2
∗
= −Wr
Wc
, (2.2)
whereWr is the work done by the normal omponent of the ontat interations during the restitution phase,
andWc is the work done by the normal omponent of the ontat interations during the ompression phase.
It is now relevant to ask whih impat model is the best, or whih one should hoose when modeling impats.
As when hoosing between any set of models, this is a triky question without a real orret answer. It simply
depends on what harateristis you want your system to have. For example, using the kinemati oeient
of restitution provides for the simplest alulations. However, it an be shown that ertain irumstanes
will allow for the prodution of energy during impat while using the kinemati oeient of restitution [41℄.
These are the type of questions one must ask while hoosing between models. In the remainder of this work
a number of models will be disussed, but none are alone in modeling their spei system. It must be
observed that eah dierent model has its advantages and disadvantages, and great are must be taken when
hoosing what model is used to represent reality.
2.2 Dynamial Systems
In the ontext of this thesis, the topi of dynamial systems onerns mathematial modeling of real or
imaginary physial systems using two dierent formulations: seond order ordinary dierential equations
that are dependent on a ontinuous time variable, and disrete maps. A system is typially formulated as
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an ordinary dierential equation in the following manner:
f(x, t) =
dx
dt
=


x˙1(x, t)
x˙2(x, t)
.
.
.
x˙n(x, t)


, (2.3)
where the dot denotes a derivative with respet to time and
x =


x1
x2
.
.
.
xn


(2.4)
Here, x is a set of independent time-varying state variables that represent the state of the studied system
and n is the dimension of the system. In this thesis we onsider a subset of dynamial systems, alled
autonomous systems, for whih the vetor eld, f , does not expliitly depend on time, i.e.,
f(x) =
dx
dt
=


x˙1(x)
x˙2(x)
.
.
.
x˙n(x)


(2.5)
This is in ontrast to non-autonomous systems whih have an expliit time dependene. Solutions to the
ODEs are urves x(t) through state spae ℜn. Alternatively, solutions to autonomous dynamial systems
an be written in terms of the ow (see Figure 2.1), φ(x0, t), where x0 is the initial ondition to the initial
value problem and t represents the elapsed time. It follows that
d
dt
φ(x, t) = f(φ(x, t)) (2.6)
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and
φ(x, 0) = x (2.7)
When studying solution urves, we dierentiate between transient behavior and asymptoti steady-state
behavior. In partiular, asymptoti steady-state solutions are those that exist in the limit of t → ∞. One
an desribe several other important subsets of solutions, inluding but not limited to divergent solutions,
equilibria, and periodi solutions. Divergent solutions are those that grow without bounds in the limit of
t→∞, and equilibria are those values of the state that satisfy the equation f(xe) = 0. If the system starts
at xe, it stays there for all time. Periodi solutions, the primary fous of this work, are those whih repeat
themselves after some time period τ. For any state xperiodic on a periodi trajetory,
φ(xperiodic, τ) = xperiodic, (2.8)
for some value of τ . In addition to nding solutions that are equilibria or periodi, we must also determine
their stability. This will be disussed further in setion 2.2.3.
2.2.1 Disrete Maps
An alternative formulation of dynamial systems is in terms of disrete maps. These maps have the general
form
x 7→ g(x, µ), (2.9)
where x is an n-dimensional state vetor and µ is a set of parameters. Alternatively, the map an be written
as
xn+1 = g(xn, µ) (2.10)
In other words, the n+1 iterate of the map an be written as a funtion of the nth iterate of the map and
parameters. Maps suh as this have the great advantage of being muh easier to study analytially. In
addition, numerial alulations involving disrete maps are signiantly less intense and time onsuming.
Therefore, it is often a worthwhile goal to attempt to approximate a dynamial system that is typially
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formulated in terms of an ODE by a disrete map.
As in the ase of vetor elds disussed above, we an desribe many of the same important onepts in
terms of disrete maps. Equilibria are points suh that
g(xe, µ) = xe (2.11)
Equilibria in this ontext are also known as period-one orbits or xed points, as the equilibrium point is
mapped bak to itself after one iteration. Similarly, period-n orbits are those whih satisfy the following
equality:
gn(xe, µ) = xe, (2.12)
where n represents the period of the solution, and therefore the number of times the map is iterated. The
following map desribed by di Bernardo et al. [10℄ exhibits some of the omplex and interesting behavior
that an also be found in physial systems desribed by ODEs
xn+1 =


k1xn + µ x ≤ 0
k2xx + µ+ l x > 0
(2.13)
This is an example of a pieewise linear map with a disontinuity, also known as a map with a gap [10,
20, 22, 27, 38, 39℄. The disontinuity present in this map auses the omplex bifurations, or hanges in
system behavior, shown in Figure 2.2. This gure shows results of simulating the map for a large number
of iterations at a given parameter value. For parameter values µ < 0, one sees a period one solution that
vanishes abruptly at µ = 0. Similarly, a period one solution exists for µ > 1 and, with dereasing µ,
vanishes at µ = 1. In between these two parameter values, one sees a struture onsisting of rapid hanges
in periodiity. These are some harateristis similar to those we will see in physial systems later in this
thesis.
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2.2.2 Hybrid Dynamial Systems
In some ases, a system's state or vetor eld will hange very rapidly relative to the dominant time sale.
In these ases, it is often useful to simplify the model by introduing disrete variables in addition to the
already present ontinuous variables. Systems that ontain both disrete and ontinuous variables will be
alled hybrid systems. More speially, a number of models will be onsidered that have instantaneous
hanges in the state variables and/or instantaneous qualitative hanges in the governing dynamis. Let
i be a disrete variable that represents the instantaneous state of a system. The system now has vetor
eld fi(x). We an dene a set of event funtions hj(x) suh that when the state rosses the event surfae
hj(x) = 0 from positive to negative, there is an immediate hange in the state i. In this manner, we allow
for immediate qualitative hanges in the vetor eld upon the rossing of an event surfae. In addition, a
set of event surfaes kj(x) = 0 an be dened suh that upon their rossing the following state hanges are
made:
x+ = gj(x−), (2.14)
where x− is the state at the moment the event surfae is rossed, and x+ is the state that follows instanta-
neously after rossing the event surfae. These jump maps are useful in ases suh as the rigid body impat
models desribed above. In these models, impat between two rigid bodies results in an instantaneous
appliation of the relevant oeient of restitution that is aptured by the jump map.
Disontinuities suh as the ones disussed above may be assoiated with a partiular subset of degenerate
trajetories. Typially, the rossing of an event surfae Zk given by k(x) = 0 in a hybrid system is transversal.
However, one an imagine a periodi trajetory whih reahes but does not ross Zk. This partiular
trajetory and the point on the trajetory for whih k(x)=0 are known as grazing trajetories and grazing
points, respetively. The grazing phenomenon is assoiated with a partiular group of bifurations known as
disontinuity-indued bifurations. There has been signiant researh in the literature regarding grazing-
indued hanges in system behavior [4, 5, 14, 36, 44, 47℄.
Hybrid-dynamial-system models will be used in the remainder of this paper to desribe systems whih have
disontinuous hanges in their state or vetor eld. In partiular, we will fous on the dynamis near grazing
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points in systems that have disontinuities in their vetor eld (see Chapters 3 and 4) and systems that have
nite jumps in state (see Chapter 5).
2.2.3 Poinaré Maps
A tehnique that will be used repeatedly throughout this work is the implementation of Poinaré maps. A
Poinaré map is a disrete map in the sense desribed above. Given a dynamial system desribed by ODEs
of dimension n, one may dene a surfae, or Poinaré setion, of dimension n− 1 in state spae that we will
all Zk, whih orresponds to a zero level surfae of an event funtion k(x) i.e., x ∈ Zk =⇒ k(x) = 0. The
Poinaré map, P , is a map that takes an initial point x in state spae on the surfae Zk and ows using the
vetor eld of the system until the subsequent rossing with the surfae Zk (see Figure 2.5). The point in
state spae orresponding to this rossing is the result of one iteration of the map, i.e. P (x). The result of
this proedure is a lower dimensional disrete system that is representative of the full system of ODEs, at
least on the domain of denition of the map. The Poinaré map an be used to aid in studying steady state
behavior of a plethora of mehanial systems, inluding robots [29℄ and mehanial rotors [24℄.
A periodi orbit of a system governed by ODEs may be represented by a xed point of a Poinaré map.
A point, x∗, on the orresponding Poinaré setion lies on a periodi orbit of the system if P (x∗) = x∗.
Stability of this orbit an be studied by analyzing the stability of the orresponding xed point of the map.
The jaobian of the map evaluated at the xed point, Px(x
∗) is a matrix of partial derivatives of the map
with respet to eah state variable. If all the eigenvalues of this jaobian lie within the unit irle (have
magnitude less than one), the xed point is asymptotially stable. If any eigenvalue is outside the unit irle,
the xed point is unstable.
We ontinue to derive a linearized expression for P near a point in its domain of denition. If φ(x, t) is the
solution to the governing equations with initial ondition x then
d
dt
φx(x, t) = fx(φ(x, t)) · φx(x, t) (2.15)
φx(x, 0) = I (2.16)
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are the rst variational equations, derived by dierentiating Equations (2.6) and (2.7) with respet to x. Let
x0 be a point on Zk, and let φ(x0, t
∗) also be a point on Zk, where t
∗
is the time it takes to ow from x0 to
Zk. Assuming the trajetory is transversal to Zk at the point φ(x0, t
∗) , i.e.,
kx(x0) · f(φ(x0, t∗)) 6= 0 (2.17)
the impliit funtion theorem implies the existene of a unique funtion τ(x) for x near x0 suh that
k(φ(x, τ(x))) = 0 (2.18)
and τ(x0) = t
∗
. It then follows that
P (x) = φ(x, τ(x)) (2.19)
Impliit dierentiation of Equation (2.18) with respet to x evaluated at x0 results in the following derivative
of τ
τx(x0) = − kx(φ(x0, t
∗)) · φx(x0, t∗)
kx(φ(x0, t∗)) · fx(φ(x0, t∗)) , (2.20)
and impliit dierentiation of Equation (2.19) results in the following expression
Px(x0) = f(φ(x0, t
∗)) · τx(x0) + φx(x0, t∗)) (2.21)
It then follows, with substitution of τx, that the jaobian of P , to linear order, is given by
Px(x) =
(
I − f(φ(x, τ(x))) · kx(φ(x, τ(x)))
kx(φ(x, τ(x))) · f(φ(x, τ(x)))
)
φx(x, τ(x)) (2.22)
If x0 is a xed point of P , it then follows that P near x0 is given by
P (x0 +∆x) ≈ x0 + Px(x0) ·∆x+ h.o.t. (2.23)
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2.3 Hysteresis
A system whose time evolution has a dependene on the history of its state in addition to the state itself is
said to exhibit hysteresis.
One simple oneptual example of hysteresis from everyday life is the behavior of velro. Consider two strips
of velro spaed a distane x from eah other. If x is very large, their is no interation between the two
strips. As the velro strips get very lose to eah other, there is some distane, x = don, at whih the
two piees of velro begin to interat and stik together. Similarly, onsider strips of velro that are stuk
together. Separating the strips slowly will demonstrate that at some separation, x = doff , the adhesive
fore between the two strips disappears. If doff > don, for any x suh that don < x < doff , there is no way
of knowing whether or not the two strips are attahed without knowing the history of x, and the system
therefore exhibits hysteresis. In addition to simple examples like velro, there are physial phenomena that
exhibit hysteresis whih have been studied rigorously.
Hysteresis is often disussed in existing literature in the ontext of magnetism [25, 37, 42, 43℄, thermody-
namis, material elastiity [2, 21, 51℄, and eletrostatis [15, 16, 45, 52℄. Many materials exhibit hysteresis in
the relationship between stress and strain as the material is loaded and unloaded. These materials undergo
larger fores while they are strethed then when they are unstrethed. Hysteresis, in this ase, is a soure
of energy loss in the system. This energy loss is relevant, for example, when studying tire mehanis. In
addition to the energy lost due to dry frition between the tire and surfae, additional energy loss an be
aounted for by elasti hysteresis in the rubber. [2, 51℄.
Another important example of hysteresis involves the snap down phenomena found in apaitive systems,
of partiular importane in MEMS devies [15, 45, 52℄. We an onsider the simple one-dimensional model
desribed by Gilbert [15℄, for whih a shemati is shown in Figure 2.4. A plate is attahed to a xed wall by
a spring of linear stiness k. When the spring is relaxed, the plate is a distane d0 from a seond xed plate.
As voltage is applied between the two plates, an eletrostati fore pulls the two together and is resisted by
the spring fore. The governing equation for the system are
11
mq¨ = −kq + ǫA
2(d0 − q)2 V
2, (2.24)
where m is the mass of the plate, A is the area of the plate, ǫ is the permittivity of the dieletri medium
between the plates and V is the applied voltage. In addition, an insulating barrier exists between the two
plates that prevents the free plate from moving beyond q = d0 − s.
Now, onsider the equilibrium positions of the moving plate as the voltage is inreasing from 0. Below some
ritial voltage, VS , there exists a stable equilibrium for q < d0−s. As V is inreased beyond VS , the system
snaps to q = d0−s. If the voltage is subsequently redued, q remains equal to d0−s until it reahes a ritial
value VR, at whih point q returns to the original branh of equilibria. It follows that there exists a range of
V , VR < V < VS for whih two stable equilibria exist, and the history of q is neessary to determine whih
one applies.
In addition to looking at the pratial eets of hysteresis found in the literature, it is important to disuss
the way modeling hoies produe or deal with hysteresis. As an illustration, onsider a titious system
governed by the following set of dierential equations
x˙ = f(x, u), ǫu˙ = −x1 + 3u− 4u3 (2.25)
for (0 < ǫ ≪ 1) [26℄. Here, as outlined above, the rate of hange of the state vetor x is governed by the
smooth vetor eld f , but with a slight dierene. An additional salar variable u is introdued whose time
evolution depends on the rst element of the state vetor. For suiently small ǫ , the evolution in the u
variable is dominated by that of x1 in suh a way that u onverges very rapidly to a value whih satises the
algebrai onstraint 4u3− 3u+ x1 = 0. Solutions for u that satisfy this onstraint are qualitatively dierent
depending on the value of x1. In fat, for |x1| > 1 there is only a single value of u that satises this equation.
In ontrast, for |x1| < 1, there are three roots to this equation and the outer two of whih are stable.
It follows that as x varies aording to the rst set of dierential equations, the value of u remains onstrained
to one of the roots until it is neessary to swith. As two possible values of u are attainable for |x1| < 1, it
follows that the vetor eld f(x, u) governing x exhibits a hystereti dependene on u, parametrized by the
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time history of x1 through its representation in the urrent value of u.
In this example, the largest value of u along the root manifold that persists for x1 > 1 equals −1/2 and is
attained at x1 = −1. At this value of x1, the value of u along the other stable root manifold is 1. Similarly,
the smallest value of u along the root manifold that persists for x1 < −1 equals 1/2 and is attained at x1 = 1.
At this value of x1, the value of u along the other stable root manifold if −1. It follows that, as the value of
u hanges disontinuously between the two branhes at x1 = −1 or x1 = 1, respetively, so does the vetor
eld f(x, u) governing the evolution of x.
To illustrate this, onsider two possible time histories of x (see Figure 2.5). In both instanes, x1 varies
periodially between a minimum value x1,min < −1 and a maximum value x1,max = 1. The latter ours
at a point x∗ in state spae, where the vetor eld is tangential to the event surfae x1 = 1. As disussed
previously, we refer to x∗ as a point of grazing ontat and to the periodi trajetory as a grazing periodi
trajetory. In addition, we now all the olletion of parameter values that result in this ondition as a
grazing bifuration point.
In the rst ase in Figure 2.5, the maximum in x1 is assumed to be attained without an aompanying jump
in the value of u, in whih ase the vetor eld governing x is a smooth funtion of time. This trajetory may
be envisioned as the limit of a family of periodi orbits, parametrized by some additional system parameter,
for whih x1 < 1 along the entire trajetory. In ontrast, in the seond ase, the maximum is assumed to
have been attained just after a jump in the value of u to the seond stable root manifold, in whih ase
another jump in u bak to the rst root manifold must again our at x1 = −1. In this ase, the vetor
eld governing x is only a pieewise smooth funtion of time. Again, this trajetory may be envisioned as
the limit of a family of periodi orbits, parametrized by some additional system parameter, for whih x1 > 1
during part of the motion. Note that the seond jump in u is assoiated with a transversal intersetion with
the event surfae x1 = −1. It is evident from this desription that, under generi irumstanes, the two
families of periodi orbits onsidered here annot onnet ontinuously aross the grazing bifuration point
and that, in fat, suh grazing bifuration points would be isolated and independent points for individual
families of orbits.
It is important to note that in the system desribed above, for ǫ 6= 0 the variations in u and onsequently
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f(x, u) are ontinuous in time. As long as ǫ is small, however, there is often value in treating the transitions
as eetively instantaneous. This approah is taken in the subsequent hapters of this thesis.
2.4 Numerial Methods
2.4.1 Forward Simulation
Forward simulation is the simplest approah to studying dynamial systems numerially. This tehnique
refers to the use of numerial integrators in order to solve the governing ODEs with some given initial
onditions and desired time duration. For work reported in this thesis, numerial integration has been
performed using the ODE routines inluded in MATLAB [30℄. In the ase of maps, simulation simply
refers to omputing one or more iterations of the map given partiular initial onditions. Simulation has
the advantage (and disadvantage) of showing transients in a system. For this reason, unstable steady-state
trajetories are muh more diult to observe and trak using this method. Forward simulation is apable of
nding attrative periodi trajetories, but this is sometimes only possible at high omputational ost. For
example, a system with very low damping may take a very long time to onverge to a steady state solution,
resulting in long simulation times. In ontrast, ontinuation methods allow for rapid and preise onvergene
to solutions, both stable and unstable given good initial guesses.
2.4.2 Continuation
Numerial ontinuation is an iterative method used to loate periodi orbits without the need to simulate
for a large number of periods and with the additional advantage of being able to follow unstable branhes of
periodi trajetories. Given a system governed by a vetor eld f(x), one an onstrut a Poinaré setion,
Zk given by k(x) = 0. Let P (x) denote a Poinaré map that maps a point on Zk to a point on Zk after
owing with f for some time.
We are looking for xed points, i.e. x∗ suh that P (x∗) = x∗. The Newton method provides a way to solve
for x∗ in an iterative fashion. To apply the Newton method, we are interested in solving F (x) = 0 for some
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funtion F . The iterative funtion works as follows,
xn+1 = xn − F−1x (xn) · F (xn). (2.26)
In our ase, the funtion F is replaed by the zero funtion we are looking to solve, i.e. P (x)− x = 0. This
leaves us with
xn+1 = xn − (Px(xn)− I)−1 · (P (xn)− xn). (2.27)
With eah iteration, one must simulate one period of the system in order to reompute the jaobian Px(xn)
and the value P (xn). Numerially, this is done by solving the rst variational equations in addition to
the governing equations, and applying an appropriate projetion to alulate Px(xn) (see Equation (2.21)).
This method of omputing the jaobian will be alled the shooting method. The result is a proess that
will onverge to a solution with very few iterations given an initial ondition that is suiently lose to the
solution [3, 17, 28, 32℄. By solving for a new xed point using the Newton method after small hanges in a
parameter value, and using the previous solution as an initial ondition, one an nd a branh of solutions,
i.e. the dependene of the xed point on a parameter. A shemati of this proess is shown in Figure 2.6.
2.4.3 Pseudo Ar-Length Continuation
Simple parameter ontinuation has a ritial aw that makes it diult to use in ertain parameter regimes
for ertain systems. If the matrix (Px(x
∗)− I) is singular, the proess fails and annot onverge to a solution.
The pseudo ar-length tehnique has therefore been developed to deal with this hallenge, with the partiular
goal of dening a problem in whih the relevant jaobian is non-singular.
Consider a system for whih we would like to do ontinuation by varying a parameter µ. We begin by
onsidering the nullspae of the matrix
(
Px(x∗, µ∗)− I Pµ(x∗, µ∗)
)
where x∗ is a xed point of the
Poinaré map for µ = µ∗ [17℄. This nullspae is assumed to be one dimensional and spanned by the vetor
τ =

 tx
tµ

 . (2.28)
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It follows that x = x∗, µ = µ∗and λ = 0 is a solution to the equation
F (x∗, µ∗, λ)
.
=

 P (x∗, µ∗)− x∗
(x− x∗, µ− µ∗) · τ−λ

 =

 0
0

 , (2.29)
where λ is alled the pseudo ar-length parameter [17℄. It therefore follows that
F(x,µ(x
∗, µ∗, 0) =

 Px(x∗, µ∗)− I Pµ(x∗, µ∗)
tx tµ

 (2.30)
is invertible. By the impliit funtion theorem, it follows that for every λ ≈ 0, there exists a unique xed point
whih an be found using the Newton method [17℄. In pratie, this is ahieved numerially by augmenting
the state vetor with the ontinuation parameter, i.e.
xnew =

 x
µ

 . (2.31)
This allows for easy omputation of Pµ and the neessary null vetor while implementing the shooting method
desribed above. A shemati of this proess is shown in Figure 2.7.
Pseudo ar-length ontinuation is a very powerful tool for traking periodi solutions in dynamial systems,
and this method will be used repeatedly in the remainder of this thesis.
2.4.4 Segmented Shooting Method
For several reasons, it an sometimes be advantageous to look for solutions that have a set sequene of events
and segments. For a period one solution with n segments, the equations an now be written as follows:
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φ(x1, t1) = x2
φ(x2, t2) = xn
.
.
.
φ(xn, tn) = x1
, (2.32)
where
k1(x1) = 0
k2(x2) = 0
.
.
.
kn(xn) = 0
(2.33)
This method is useful for ontinuing branhes of periodi solutions up to and inluding grazing points. Foring
the segments of the trajetory to behave in a spei manner allows for ontinuation up to the grazing point
without failed onvergene. Note however that the method outlined above may produe solutions beyond
grazing that do not exist in the atual system.
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2.5 Figures
x1
φ(x1, t1)
φ(x2, t2)
x2 = φ(x2, t2)
f (x1)
f (φ(x2, t2))
Figure 2.1: Shemati of system ow.
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µ
x
Figure 2.2: Pieewise linear disontinuous map. Shows bifurations under variation in parameter value µ
with l = −1 and k1 = k2 = .7. Reprodued from [10℄.
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x1 = P(x0)
x2 = P(x1)
Figure 2.3: Shemati of a Poinaré map.
k
q
+ -V
s
d
0
Figure 2.4: Shemati of 1-d model with apaitor.
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Figure 2.5: Two grazing periodi trajetories governed by Equation (2.25). The rst (left) remains on a
single root manifold of u, while the seond (right) jumps disontinuously between two root manifolds of u at
x1 = 1.
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( µ∗0, x
∗
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µp, x
∗
0( )
µ∗1, x
∗
1( )
µ
x
Figure 2.6: Continuation based on small adjustment in parameter value. Here, (µ∗0,x
∗
0) orresponds to a
known xed point, (µp,x
∗
0) is a predited xed point after a small adjustment in the parameter µ, and
(µ∗1,x
∗
1) is a seond xed point to whih the newton method has onverged.
( µ∗0, x
∗
0 )
µp, xp( )
µ∗1, x
∗
1( )
µ
x
Figure 2.7: Shemati of the pseudo ar-length ontinuation method. Here, (µ∗0,x
∗
0) orresponds to a known
xed point, (µp,x
∗
p) is a predited xed point after a small adjustment in the pseudo ar-length parameter
λ, and (µ∗1,x
∗
1) is a seond xed point to whih the newton method has onverged.
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Chapter 3
An Example Osillator
As an example of the onepts and tehniques outlined in Chapter 2, and with the goal of introduing behavior
found in the AFM model disussed in Chapter 4, onsider the linear osillator introdued by Dankowiz et
al. [7℄. This system, for whih a shemati is shown in Figure 3.1, is a harmonially fored, damped, linear
osillator with a twist. In addition to the linear osillator, a seond spring, of linear stiness K, is attahed to
a wall at a distane d0 from the equilibrium position of the mass. This seond spring engages the mass when
the mass reahes a ritial displaement q = d0 − don, measured from the equilibrium position of the mass.
On ontat with the seond spring, the foring jumps disretely by the value K(d0 − don). Additionally,
the seond spring does not stop interating with the mass until the mass has retreated to a displaement
q = d0 − doff , where doff > don.
We model this system using the hybrid formulation shown below, where a disrete state variable i will have
the value 1 when the seond spring is not engaged, and the value 2 when the seond spring is engaged. The
system state is given by
x =


x1
x2
x3

 =


q
q˙
ωdtmod2π

 , (3.1)
and, in between events, evolves aording to the dierential equation
x˙ = fi(x), (3.2)
where
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fi(x) =


x2
1
m (Fd cosx3 − cx2 − kx1 + Fint(x1, i))
ωd

 , (3.3)
and
Fint(x1, i) =


0 i = 1
K(d0 − x1) i = 2
. (3.4)
One observes that the vetor eld of this system exhibits hysteresis. If the value of x1 is between the values
of don and doff , one annot know the urrent value of i without knowing the history of the state in addition
to its urrent value.
For suiently small foring amplitude, Fd, the system exhibits a periodi response idential to that in the
absene of the seond spring. These period-one solutions may be loated and ontinued under hanges in Fd
resulting in the branh of solutions labeled 1 in Figure 3.2. This branh of solutions onsists of period one
orbits that never ome into ontat with the seond spring. As the foring amplitude is inreased, a ritial
value is eventually reahed for whih the mass displaement just barely reahes the value q = d0 − don.
This orresponds to a trajetory that grazes with the orresponding disontinuity surfae. At this point,
labeled A in parameter spae, the branh of solutions disussed above terminates at a disontinuity-indued
bifuration.
For any further inreases in Fd, the mass will engage with seond spring for some portion of time, and
will therefore exhibit steady state behavior fundamentally dierent from that found in the simple linear
osillator. Indeed, for values of the exitation amplitude Fd in some range, there exists a branh of period
one solutions labeled 2 in Figure 3.2. This branh of period one solutions terminates at the grazing point B,
where the mass just barely begins to interat with the seond spring before turning around. The trajetories
orresponding to grazing points A and B, denoted as trajetories A and B, respetively, are shown in state
spae in Figure 3.3, and are observed to be qualitatively dierent.
The work by Dankowiz et al. [7℄ has shown that a disontinuity mapping an be obtained that aurately
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predits period one behavior on a small neighborhood near B for inreasing values of Fd . The disontinuity
mapping analysis also shows that, as one approahes the grazing point in parameter spae, one eigenvalue
of the jaobian of the Poinaré Map approahes −∞. The methodology used for this analysis will be
investigated in muh greater detail when applied to an AFM model in Chapter 4.
As suggested by Figure 3.2 that, for parameter values in between A and B, no period one solution branh
exists. In Figure 3.4, simulation results show the existene of a family of attrators between A and B. In
partiular, over a majority this interval, the observed attrator is a family of period 2 orbits. Trajetories
near B, however, exhibit more omplex steady state behavior, inluding higher period orbits. In Chapter 4
we will observe a similar parameter region in an AFM model that produes dierent but equally omplex
dynamis.
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3.1 Figures
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Figure 3.1: Shemati of the example osillator.
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Figure 3.2: Solution branhes of the linear osillator for varying values of Fd. Here, the penetration (q−d0+
don) is plotted as a funtion of the varied parameter. Parameter values used in this numerial investigation
are: m = 1, k = 1, c = 1, K = 3, d0 = 7, don = 6, doff = 5, and ωd = 1. The plot shows two distint
solution branhes, labeled 1 and 2, terminating at grazing trajetories A and B respetively.
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Figure 3.3: Trajetories A and B in phase spae.
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Figure 3.4: Results produed by numerial simulation under variations of Fd between the grazing points A
and B.
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Chapter 4
Dynamis Near the Onset of Capillary
Fores in Tapping Mode Atomi Fore
Mirosopy
4.1 Atomi Fore Mirosopy
The Atomi Fore Mirosope (AFM) is a devie used to image a wide variety of surfaes at the near-atomi
sale. Appliations inlude, but are not limited to, imaging DNA and other biologial samples [23, 31℄, and
imaging polymers [12, 13℄. Two ritial omponents of the AFM are the probe and the sanner. The probe
onsists of a antilever, whih is approximately 100−500µm long, and a pyramid shaped tip attahed at one
end of the antilever. The other end is attahed to an adjustable piezo, whih is used to bring the probe tip
very lose or into ontat with the sample surfae [50℄. The sanner then moves the probe aross the sample
surfae. As surfae topography hanges, the probe tip's lose proximity to the sample surfae introdues
interation fores that aet the behavior of the antilever. A laser is bouned o the top of the antilever
and onto a position-sensitive photo-detetor that aurately measures hanges in position of the antilever
tip aused by these interations. This displaement measurement is used in a feedbak loop that attempts to
return the antilever to its referene state of motion, or setpoint. The feedbak system ompares the signal
from the photo-detetor to the setpoint, and the resulting error signal is used to make small adjustments in
the supporting piezo. In addition, the error signal from the feedbak system serves as the raw data used in
produing images of the sample [50℄.
Atomi fore mirosopy an be performed using several modes of operation [50℄. In ontat mode AFM,
the antilever tip remains in ontat with the sample surfae during the entire imaging proess. Changes in
surfae topography result in hanges in the antilever deetion. These deetions are measured, resulting
in an image of the surfae. In intermittent-ontat (tapping) mode, however, the probe is fored to vibrate
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using a dither piezo and omes into light ontat with the surfae one per osillation. As the AFM sans
aross a surfae, the amplitude of osillation hanges. These hanges are monitored and used to produe an
image of the sample. Tapping mode is advantageous as it redues the amount of ontat between probe and
surfae, reduing damage to both probe and sample. In ontrast to both tapping mode and ontat mode,
the antilever in non-ontat mode osillates away from the sample surfae, never quite oming into ontat.
This results in an even less damaging proess, with the disadvantage of having smaller output signals [50℄.
Figure 4.1 shows a diagram of the AFM inluding the omponents desribed above.
The remainder of this hapter inludes a disussion about the modeling of the AFM in the tapping mode
and some resulting dynamis. In partiular, grazing bifurations are studied in a model of the AFM with
hysteresis due to apillary interations.
4.2 A Physial Model
As disussed in setion 2.1, modeling hoies an have noteworthy eets on both the simpliity and auray
of a physial system. As desribed in the previous setion, the AFM probe is a distributed system, whih
experienes interations with the sample primarily at the antilever tip, while being atuated at the other
end. A highly aurate model would seek to apture the time history of the antilever shape using a fully
distributed beam equation [48℄. The resultant partial dierential equation ould be explored numerially
using a nite element ode, but would potentially be hallenging to study analytially. In ontrast, a simpler
approah would involve approximating the system by a redued order lumped mass model with some nite
number of degrees of freedom. Depending on the operating onditions, suh a model might be able to apture
the antilever shape quite aurately, provided that a suient number of vibratory modes were aounted
for.
A partiularly simple example of a model for the AFM probe dynamis is a lumped mass model with a single
degree of freedom representing the amplitude of the fundamental mode of deetion of the antilever. Here,
the antilever is represented by a partile of mass m, a spring with linear stiness k, and a damper with
damping oeient c . Let q denote the displaement of the partile, suh that the spring is unstrethed
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when q = 0. Then the probe behavior is governed by the following seond order dierential equation
mq¨ + cq˙ + kq = Fd cosωdt+ Fint, (4.1)
where Fd and ωd are the amplitude and frequeny of exitation originating in the dither piezo, and Fint
represents the fores due to interation between the probe tip and sample surfae. We proeed to desribe
the dependene of Fint on the displaement history of the partile and material properties.
The model we hoose to use to aount for the probe-sample interation fores is taken from Zitzler et al.
[53℄. In partiular, let d = d0 − q denote the nominal distane from the probe tip to the sample surfae.
As long as d > a0, where a0 is the intermoleular onstant of the sample, the interation fore inludes an
attrative ontribution from the van der Waals fore ating on the probe tip. This is given by HR/6d2,
where H is the Hamaker onstant and R is the radius of urvature of the probe tip. For d ≤ a0, the van der
Waals fore is assumed to be equal to its value for d = a0.
For values d < a0 the probe is said to be in ontat with the sample surfae, resulting in a strong repulsive
interation fore. This fore is given by
(4/3)E∗R1/2(a0 − d)3/2, (4.2)
where
E∗−1 = (1− v2tip)/Etip + (1− v2sample)/Es. (4.3)
Here, Etip, Esample, vtip, and vsample are the Young's moduli and Poisson ratios for the tip and sample,
respetively.
A third ontribution arises due to apillary interations between thin uid layers on the probe tip and sample
surfae due to ambient humidity. The onset of these interations ours as the probe tip approahes the
sample surfae to within a ritial distane of d = don at whih a menisus is formed. As the probe tip
retreats from the sample surfae, the apillary interation terminates at a ritial distane of d = doff > don
as the bridge onneting the two uid layers breaks. When ative, the apillary interation fore is purely
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attrative and an be modeled as
4πγwR/(1 + d/h) (4.4)
when d > a0 and equal to its value at d = a0 for d ≤ a0. Here, γw is the surfae energy of water and h is
an eetive uid layer thikness. A visual representation of the apillary fore is shown in Figure 4.2, and a
shemati of the hosen physial model is shown in Figure 4.3.
4.3 A Hybrid Mathematial Model
To aount for the rapid hanges in interation fore due to the onset and essation of apillary and ontat
fores, we hoose a hybrid dynamial systems approah, as desribed in Chapter 2, to model the dynamis
of the AFM probe (f. Example Linear Osillator in Chapter 3). Along any given trajetory and at given
values of the state, the fore ating on the antilever tip will be governed by one of three vetor elds. The
ative vetor eld is determined by an index variable i, whih is in turn dependent on the state vetor and
the history of the trajetory. When i = 0, the tip is not interating with the uid layer. When i = 1, the
apillary fore is ative and d0 − doff ≤ q ≤ d0 − a0. Finally, when i = 2, the probe is in ontat with the
sample and a strong repulsive fore begins to dominate. Speially, let the dynamis in between hanges in
the value of i be given by
x˙ = fi(x), (4.5)
where
x =


x1
x2
x3


.
=


q
q˙
ωdt mod 2π

 , (4.6)
fi(x) =


x2
1
m (Fd cosx3 − cx2 − kx1 + Fint(x1, i)
ωd

 , (4.7)
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and
Fint =


HR
6(d0−x1)2
i = 0
HR
6(d0−x1)2
+
4piγH2OR
1+(d0−x1)/h
i = 1
HR
6a2
0
+
4piγH2OR
1+a0/h
− 4/3E∗√R(a0 − d0 + x1)3/2 i = 2
(4.8)
Changes in the index variable i will our when the state rosses an appropriate event surfae. Crossing the
event surfae Zkon given by kon
.
= don−d = 0 with dkondt > 0 signies the onset of apillary interations, i.e. a
swith from i = 0 to i = 1. Similarly, rossing the surfae Zkoff given by koff
.
= doff − d = 0 with dkoffdt < 0
signies the termination of apillary interations, i.e. a swith from i = 1 to i = 0. Finally, the onset of
ontat will our upon rossing the surfae Zkcontact , given by kcontact
.
= a0 − d = 0, with dkcontactdt > 0.
Likewise, ontat will terminate upon rossing the same surfae with
dkcontact
dt < 0. These two transitions
will signify swithes from i = 1 to i = 2 and i = 2 to i = 1, respetively.
4.4 AFM Behavior, Grazing and Hysteresis
In this setion, we will investigate the behavior of the AFM model outlined above using the numerial
tehniques desribed in Chapter 2. In addition, we will touh on the limitations of the numeris and the
diulties in making analytial approximations of system behavior. In partiular, the remainder of this
hapter will onsider only those trajetories for whih i 6= 2 during the entire trajetory, i.e., the probe
never experienes repulsive fores. Table 4.1 shows the parameters used during the following numerial
alulations.
4.4.1 Numeris
Using the forward simulation and pseudo ar-length ontinuation tehniques desribed in Chapter 2, we an
loate and follow periodi trajetories under variations in the parameter d0. Let d˜on
.
= d0 − don and dene
the penetration of a periodi orbit as the maximum value of kon = q− d˜on. Figure 4.4 shows two noteworthy
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branhes of periodi solutions.
For suiently large d0, there exists a period one osillation of the probe tip in whih the tip remains
far enough away from the sample surfae that it never interats with the uid lm and the index variable
remains equal to zero for the entire motion. This orresponds to a point on the branh labeled 1 in Figure 4.4.
Along this branh, and as d0 is dereased, the probe tip gets loser to interating with the uid, eventually
just barely reahing the uid for some ritial value of d˜on = d˜
∗
on,A. At this point, further dereases in d0
are guaranteed to result in trajetories that have i = 1 for some time. Therefore, periodi behavior for
d˜on > d˜
∗
on,A must be qualitatively dierent than for d˜on < d˜
∗
on,A. In Figure 4.4, we see that branh 1,
orresponding to period one trajetories with i always equal to zero, terminates at the grazing point A.
Similarly, eah point on branh 2 in Figure 4.4 orresponds to a periodi osillation for whih i = 1 for
some phase of the motion. This branh terminates at points B and C, orresponding to trajetories with
tangential ontat with the surfae Zkon , where d˜on = d˜
∗
on,B and d˜on = d˜
∗
on,C respetively. The three grazing
trajetories orresponding to the grazing bifuration points A, B, and C, denoted as trajetories A, B, and
C, respetively, are shown in state spae in Figure 4.5.
Note that the values of d˜∗on for the three grazing trajetories dier. Most notably, the gap in parameter
spae between trajetories orresponding to A and B is due to the presene of hysteresis in the system.
Observe in Figure 4.6 the family of attrators that exists between A and B and slightly overlapping branh
2. Initially notied by Hashemi et al. [18℄, this family of attrators exhibits a wide variety of periodi orbits
with both low and high periodiity. Looking loser at the attrator near the grazing trajetory B, we see the
image shown in Figure 4.7. One observes a series of high-period, period-adding bifurations, separated by
regions of even higher periodiity. The period-adding asade in this gure begins with period 21 orbits near
d0 = 28.57. Eah of the following bifurations inreases the attrator's period by one, resulting in a period
67 osillation near d0 = 28.47. Although this behavior will not be explained in this thesis, it is denitely a
soure for future work. Additionally, it has been shown by Hashemi et al. [19℄ that the system dissipation
inreases in the parameter regime near this family of attrators, further motivating any future work.
Beause of inherent disontinuities in the system, it is impossible to use traditional linearization tehniques
to study behavior in a neighborhood around a grazing point. Instead, we produe a similar, but not idential
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system, in whih event surfae rossings are always transversal. We an then apply traditional linearization
tehniques to the modied system, and ontinue to derive a orretion to the system in order to mimi the
dynamis of the original system. This orretion is known as a disontinuity mapping, and in the following
setions we will introdue two methods for doing this analysis.
4.5 Disontinuity Mapping Method, Two Approahes
4.5.1 Perturbation Approah
This rst method is based on the approah developed by Dankowiz et al. [7℄, where it is applied to the
linear osillator desribed in Chapter 3. With referene to Figure 4.8, we onsider a modied dynamial
system whih uses the same vetor elds as the original system. We introdue an additional event surfae
Zkturning as the zero set of the funtion kturning = x2, whih in the original system serves only as a method
of sampling the loal maximum value of x1. In the modied system, however, Zkon is ignored and a rossing
of the event surfae Zkturning from positive to negative triggers the ativation of the apillary fore. The
modied system generally exhibits dierent behavior from the original dynamial system exept for in the
speial ases that Zkon and Zkturning are rossed simultaneously, i.e., in the ase of the grazing trajetories
B and C shown in Figure 4.5. Sine, for these trajetories, the rossing with Zkturning is transversal, we an
now proeed to linearize the modied system about these trajetories. We introdue a Poinaré map, P , that
maps a point on Zkturning near a grazing point x
∗
to the subsequent intersetion with Zkturning beginning
with a trajetory segment governed by f1 and terminating at Zkoff , and ending with a trajetory segment
governed by f0.
For all ases other than that of grazing with Zkon , the modied system will need a orretion in order to
mimi the original system. If an appliation of P results in a point on Zkturning with kon < 0, the modied
system mathes the original system until any further appliation of P . Additional iterations of P will inlude
a segment with f1, therefore not mathing the dynamis of the original system. On the other hand, if an
appliation of P results in a point on Zkturning with kon > 0, the modied system will have missed the
initiation of apillary interations that would have ourred in the original system. We therefore proeed to
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orret for this error by deriving a disontinuity mapping, D, that ows bakwards in time from P (x) with
f0 to the ignored intersetion with Zkon , and then ows forward in time with f1 until reahing Zkturning (See
Figure 4.9). It then follows that the omposition D ◦ P mimis the dynamis of the original system.
We proeed, now, to derive an expression for D. Unlike in the ase of the example osillator [7℄, the event
funtion, kon, is a funtion of the parameter µ = d˜on, whih we aim to vary in our alulations. Therefore,
the value d˜on must somehow be ontained in our perturbation analysis. To resolve this issue, one ould make
the following oordinate hange x→ y, where


y1
y2
y3

 =


x1 − d˜on
x2
x3

 . (4.9)
By doing this, we have aounted for the value d˜on, and the derivation shown in Dankowiz et al. [53℄ applies
exatly. Alternatively, and for the purposes of this setion, this dierene is aounted for by onsidering a
state vetor that is augmented by the state x4 = d˜on. The new state is given by
x =


x1
x2
x3
x4


.
=


q
q˙
ωdt mod 2π
d˜on


, (4.10)
where
fi(x) =


x2
1
m (Fd cosx3 − cx2 − kx1 + Fint(x1, x4, i)
ωd
0


, (4.11)
and
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Fint =


HR
6(x4+don−x1)2
i = 0
HR
6(x4+don−x1)2
+
4piγH2OR
1+(x4+don−x1)/h
i = 1
HR
6a2
0
+
4piγH2OR
1+a0/h
− 4/3E∗√R(a0 − x4 − don + x1)3/2 i = 2
(4.12)
Consider an initial ondition near x∗ and denote by x0 ∈ Zkturning the subsequent image under P suh that
the penetration is ǫ2, i.e. x1 − x4 = ǫ2 and
x0 =


d˜∗on + ǫ∆d˜on,1 + ǫ
2∆d˜on,2 + ǫ
2
0
θ∗ + ǫ∆θ
d˜∗on + ǫ∆d˜on,1 + ǫ
2∆d˜on,2


(4.13)
Having ignored the intersetion with Zkon , the time that has elapsed sine apillary fores would have been
turned on in the original system is given by
ǫ
√
2
a1
+ O(ǫ2), (4.14)
where
a1
.
=
d2
dt2
hon(x(t))|x(t)=x∗(d˜∗on) (4.15)
and the derivative is evaluated along trajetories of the vetor eld f0. The point at whih the rossing
ourred is then given by
x1 =


d˜∗on + ǫ∆d˜on,1 +O(ǫ
2)
ǫ
√
2
a1
a1 +O(ǫ
2)
θ∗ + ǫ(∆θ − ωd
√
2
a1
) +O(ǫ2)
d˜∗on + ǫ∆d˜on,1 +O(ǫ
2)


(4.16)
Similarly, the time it takes to ow from the point x1 on the surfae Zkon bak to the surfae Zkturning with
apillary fores ativated is given by
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ǫ√
2
a1
a1
a2
+O(ǫ2), (4.17)
where
a2=˙
d2
dt2
hon(x(t))|x(t)=x∗(d˜∗on) (4.18)
and the derivative is evaluated along trajetories governed by f1. The point at whih the rossing ours is
then given by
x2 =


d˜∗on + ǫ∆d˜on,1 +O(ǫ
2)
0
θ∗ + ǫ(∆θ − ωd
√
2
a1
(1− a1a2 )) +O(ǫ2)
d˜∗on + ǫ∆d˜on,1 +O(ǫ
2)


(4.19)
The point x2 is the point that would have been reahed by the trajetory segment based at the original initial
ondition had the apillary fore been appropriately aounted for. The disontinuity mapping D : x0 7→ x2
orresponds to the neessary orretion to reprodue the dynamis of the original system. Composing the
disontinuity mapping with the Poinaré map, P , therefore ahieves the same behavior as the original system
near the grazing trajetory as long as only trajetories that ross Zkturning with kon > 0 are onsidered. For
example, a xed point x˜ of D ◦P orresponds to the intersetion of a periodi orbit of the original dynamial
system with Zkturning . An equivalent representation of suh a periodi orbit is the image of x˜ under P ,
orresponding to a xed point of P ◦D.
Using Equation (2.22) after alulating the neessary arguments numerially, one an show that the jaobian
of P evaluated at x∗ is of the form
∂xP (x∗) =


P11 P12 P13 P14
0 0 0 0
P31 P32 P33 P34
0 0 0 1


. (4.20)
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Construting a Taylor series expansion to order O(ǫ2) results in the following map whih represents the
omposition P ◦D

 q
θ

 =

 d∗on + (P11 + P14)(d˜on − d˜∗on) + P13(θ˜ − θ∗)
θ∗ + (P31 + P34)(d˜on − d˜∗on) + P33(θ˜ − θ∗)

 , (4.21)
where
θ˜ = θ − ωd
√
2
a1
(1 − a1
a2
)
√
q − d˜on (4.22)
Solving for xed points then yields the following expressions
θ∗(d˜on) = θ
∗(d˜∗on) + α(d˜on − d˜∗on) (4.23)
√
q∗(d˜on)− d˜∗on = β(d˜on − d˜∗on), (4.24)
where
α =
P34P13 − P14P33 + P13P31 + P33 − P11P33
P13
, (4.25)
and
β =
P13P31 + P33 − P11P33 − 1 + P11 + P14(1− P33)
P13ωd
√
2
a1
(1− a1/a2)
(4.26)
Additionally, it an be shown that the eigenvalues of the jaobian of the map P ◦D about the xed point
x∗(d˜on) are given by
0, P33 − (1− a1
a2
)
P13ωd√
q∗(d˜on)− d˜on
√
1
2a1
(4.27)
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4.5.1.1 Results
It was found that the grazing point B in Figure 4.4 is ahieved with d˜∗on,B ≈ 28.1703577. The orresponding
grazing trajetory reahes Zkon and Zkturning simultaneously with x
∗
3 ≈ 1.8256897. For this trajetory, the
jaobian of P is given by
∂xP (x
∗) =


0.9845 −0.0012 −0.0593 0.0079
0 0 0 0
0.0037 0.0202 0.9919 −0.0037
0 0 0 1


(4.28)
Similarly, for trajetory C, d˜∗on,C ≈ 1.7663658, x∗3 ≈ 2.5617258, and the jaobian of P is given by
∂xP (x
∗) =


0.8970 −0.0722 −0.1988 0.1663
0 0 0 0
0.1914 0.3343 0.9201 −0.2019
0 0 0 1


. (4.29)
In Figure 4.10, results from the disontinuity mapping analysis are ompared with results from numerial
ontinuation. For appropriate omparison, one iteration of P was applied to eah xed point of the origi-
nal system found using numerial ontinuation. This omparison shows great agreement near the grazing
parameter value between numerial results and preditions made by the disontinuity mapping tehnique.
Additionally, one eigenvalue of ∂xP ◦ D is found to approah −∞ as d˜on approahed d˜∗on. Figure 4.11
shows a omparison of the magnitude of the largest in magnitude eigenvalue between preditions based on
the disontinuity mapping tehnique and results from numerial ontinuation (segmented shooting method).
Again, we see great agreement very lose to the grazing parameter values, and dereased agreement as higher
order terms beome more prevalent.
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4.5.2 General Approah
The method desribed above is very spei to the AFM model we have been using. A more general approah
an be applied to a muh greater subset of models that share ertain properties. The general approah will
be desribed here in detail and its methodology will be applied to the AFM model.
4.5.2.1 Mathematial Framework
For a smooth funtion k(x) : ℜn → ℜ, denote by Zk the zero level surfae k(x) = 0. Moreover, let
Lfk
.
= ∂xk · f denote the Lie derivative of k with respet to a smooth vetor eld f : ℜn → ℜn. Supersripts
on Lf will represent repeated appliation of the Lie derivative.
For this general approah to apply to a given hybrid dynamial system, the following onditions, shown in
Figure 4.12, must be met:
1. There exists a funtion k on a neighborhood of a point x∗ ∈ ℜn suh that
x∗ ∈ Zk and ∂xk(x∗) 6= 0. (4.30)
2. There exists a loally smooth vetor eld f on a neighborhood of x∗, suh that
x∗ ∈ ZLfk and (L2fk)(x∗) > 0. (4.31)
3. There exists a loally smooth map P : ℜn → ZLfk on a neighborhood of x∗, suh that P is the
omposition of a map to a neighborhood of x∗ followed by forward-in-time motion along an integral
urve of f and
P (x∗) = x∗. (4.32)
4. For x suiently lose to x∗, suh that x ∈ ZLfk and k(x) < 0, the response of the hybrid dynamial
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system an be equivalently desribed by the omposition
P ◦D, (4.33)
where D is a disontinuity mapping. In partiular, D inludes motion along an integral urve of f from
x to an intersetion with Zk, possibly followed by additional steps that aount for nontrivial eets
assoiated with intersetions with Zk.
We begin onstrution of the disontinuity mapping D with the assumption that the intersetion with Zk
ours before the intersetion with ZLfk. Consider the funtion
E(x, y, t) = t
√
k(φf (x,−yt))− k(x) + yt(Lfk)(x)
y2t2
− 1 = t
√
1
2
(L2fk)(x) +O(yt)− 1, (4.34)
where φf represents the ow along the vetor eld f . It an be shown that
E
(
x∗, 0,
√
2
L2fk(x
∗)
)
= 0 and Et
(
x∗, 0,
√
2
L2fk(x
∗)
)
=
√
1
2
(L2fk)(x
∗) 6= 0. (4.35)
The impliit funtion theorem therefore implies the existene of a unique smooth funtion τf (x, y) on some
neighborhood of (x, y) = (x∗, 0) suh that
τf (x
∗, 0) =
√
2
L2f(x∗)
and E(x, y, τf (x, y)) ≡ 0. (4.36)
For x ∈ ZLfk and k(x) < 0, the latter implies that there exists a loally smooth funtion η1(x− x∗, y) with
η1(0, 0) = 0, suh that
yτf (x, y) = y
(√
2
(L2fk)(x
∗)
+ η1(x− x∗, y)
)
, (4.37)
where y =
√
−k(x), is the elapsed time from the preeding intersetion with Zk to the point x while owing
with f . By substitution, it follows that there exists a loally smooth funtion η2(x−x∗, y) with η2(0, 0) = 0,
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suh that
φf (x,−yτf (x, y)) = x− y
(
f(x∗)
√
2
(L2fk)(x
∗)
+ η2(x− x∗, y)
)
, (4.38)
where y =
√
−k(x) , is the preeding point of intersetion with Zk.
A similar onsideration of the funtion in Equation (4.34) in the ase that the intersetion with Zk would
our only after reahing ZLfk yields, for some loally smooth funtion η3(x − x∗, y) with η3(0, 0) = 0, the
expression
φf (x, yτf (x, y)) = x+ y
(
f(x∗)
√
2
(L2fk)(x
∗)
+ η3(x− x∗, y)
)
, (4.39)
where y =
√
−k(x), for the following point of intersetion with Zk.
4.5.2.2 Appliation to Systems with Loal Hysteresis
Consider a system in whih the time evolution on a neighborhood of x∗ depends on one of two vetor elds,
f1 and f2, in suh a way that the appliable vetor eld is determined by the history of the state x, i.e., the
vetor eld loal to x∗ has a hystereti dependene on the system state. In partiular, the only hange of
state possible in a small neighborhood around x∗ is a swith from f1 to f2 upon a rossing of the surfae
Zk at a point where Lf1k < 0. In addition, suppose that x
∗ ∈ ZLf1k and that the following non-degeneray
onditions hold:
∂xk(x
∗) 6= 0, (L2
f1
k)(x∗) > 0 and (Lf2Lf1k)(x
∗). (4.40)
By onstrution, onditions 1 and 2 outlined in the previous setion are automatially satised with f = f1.
As in the disontinuity mapping tehnique desribed in setion 4.5.1, we onsider a modied system whose
vetor eld in a small neighborhood of x∗ is given by


f1 Lf1k < 0
f2 Lf1k > 0
(4.41)
and assume that x∗ ∈ Γ , where Γ is a periodi orbit of the original system with period T . Assuming the
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trajetory is suiently non-degenerate away from x∗, the impliit-funtion theorem implies that we may
dene a loally smooth funtion P : ℜn → ZLf1k on a neighborhood of x∗ suh that P (x) is the unique point
of intersetion with ZLf1k after an elapsed time lose to T of the trajetory of the modied system based at
an initial point x and initially governed by f2 while in the neighborhood of x
∗
. In partiular, P (x∗) = x∗
and ondition 3 is satised with f = f1.
Now suppose that the appliation of P results in a point x lose to x∗, suh that k(x) < 0. Sine P was
dened in terms of the modied system, the trajetory segment following the intersetion with Zk ows
along f1, and therefore does not orrespond to the behavior of the original system. We now introdue the
disontinuity mapping, D, to orret for this dierene. D will be onstruted by owing bakward in time
along a segment governed by f1 from x until reahing the previous, ignored, intersetion with Zk. Appliation
of P at this point produes behavior equivalent to that of the original system until the next rossing of Zk,
implying that ondition 4 above has been satised. It is worthwhile to note that the omposition, P ◦ D,
only remains equivalent to the original system as long as iterates lie in k < 0. D is therefore given expliitly
in Equation (4.38), with f = f1, i.e.,
D(x) = φf1 (x,−yτf1(x, y)) = x− y
(
f1(x
∗)
√
2
(L2f1k)(x
∗)
+ η2(x− x∗, y)
)
, (4.42)
where y =
√
−k(x).
4.5.2.3 Period One Solutions
Let a = (L2fk)(x
∗) . Introdue a oordinate transformation z = ψ(x) on a neighborhood of x∗ suh that
z1 = −k(x), z2 = −(Lfk)(x), and ψ(x∗) = 0. It follows that Zk = {z ∈ ℜn|z1 = 0} and ZLfk = {z ∈
ℜn|z2 = 0} and
f(0) =


0
−a
ω

 (4.43)
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where f now denotes the transformed vetor eld, and ω is a olumn vetor lled with the time derivatives
of remaining state variables. Now onsider an initial point
z =


z1
0
θ

 =


ǫ2
0
ǫθ1 +O(ǫ
2)

 (4.44)
on ZLfk with k < 0. From Equation (4.38), it follows that
φf (z,−√z1τf (z,√z1)) =


0
ǫ
√
2a+O(ǫ2)
ǫθ1 − ǫω
√
2
a +O(ǫ
2)

 . (4.45)
Denote by 

p11 p12 p13
0 0 0
p31 p32 p33

 (4.46)
the jaobian ∂zP (0) in the transformed variables. It follows that
(P ◦D)(z) =


√
2ap12ǫ+ p13(θ − ǫ
√
2
aω +O(ǫ
2)
0
√
2ap32ǫ+ p33(θ − ǫ
√
2
aω +O(ǫ
2)

 . (4.47)
Fixed points of P ◦D orrespond in a one to one way to period-one solutions of the original system. Here,
to O(ǫ2), xed points are given by the roots of the equations
p13 · θ +
(√
2ap12 −
√
2
a
p13 · ω
)
√
z1 + p1µµ = 0, (4.48)
p33 · θ +
(√
2ap32 −
√
2
a
p33 · ω
)
√
z1 + p3µµ = 0, (4.49)
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where we have separated the system parameter µ from the olumn matrix θ , i.e.,
√
z∗1 =
√
a
2
p13 · θ∗ + p1µµ
p13 · ω − ap12 (4.50)
and
θ∗ = A−1 · bµ, (4.51)
where
A = p33 − I− ap32 − p33 · ω
ap12 − p13 · ωp13 (4.52)
and
b = p1µ
ap32 − p33 · ω
ap12 − p13 · ω − p3µ, (4.53)
provided that A is non-singular and p13 · ω 6= ap12.
It follows that xed points of this form exist for µ > 0 provided that
p13 · A−1 · b+ p1µ
p13 · ω − ap12 > 0 (4.54)
and for µ < 0 provided that
p13 ·A−1 · b+ p1µ
p13 · ω − ap12 < 0. (4.55)
This analysis shows that the penetration, z∗1 , varies loally quadratially with µ. Along this branh of
solutions, the dominant eigenvalue of ∂z(P ◦D) equals
ap12 − p13 · ω√
2a
√
z∗1
(4.56)
to lowest order. As µ→ 0 this eigenvalue goes to ∞ if ap12 > p13 · ω and to −∞ if ap12 < p13 · ω.
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4.5.2.4 Appliation to AFM
Applying this methodology to the AFM model outlined in setions 4.2 and 4.3 where
k(x) = d0 − don − x1 (4.57)
suh that
Lf0k(x) = −x2. (4.58)
We use the oordinate transformation suggested in setion 4.5.2.3 and arrive with the following relationship:
ψ(x)
.
=


x1 + don − d0
x2
x3 − x∗3
d0 − d∗0


=⇒


x1
x2
x3
d0


=


z1 + µ− don + d∗0
z2
x∗3 + θ
d∗0 + µ


. (4.59)
We observe the family of periodi orbits labeled 2 in Figure 4.4, and note that for the trajetory orresponding
to d0 = d
∗
0 = 28.5703, x
∗ ∈ Zk ∩ ZLfk, where
x∗ =


28.1703
0
1.8257

 . (4.60)
This trajetory (trajetory B in Figure 4.5) onsists of an initial segment with i = 1, and a seond segment
with i = 0 that terminates at x∗, suh that
(L2
f0k)(x
∗) = 87.1081 (4.61)
and
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∂zP (0) =


0.9845 −0.0012 −0.0593 −0.0076
0 0 0 0
0.0037 0.0202 0.0019 0.0000
0 0 0 1


. (4.62)
Using Equation (4.56) we predit that the eigenvalue will be negative and grow without bounds as d0
approahes d∗0 from below. This predition is veried by the results in setion 4.5.1.1.
The same analysis an be arried out for the other terminal point of branh 2, orresponding to trajetory
C in Figure 4.5. For this trajetory, d∗0 = 2.166, (L
2
f0k
)(x∗) = 5.521, and
x∗ =


1.766
0
2.562

 . (4.63)
The resulting jaobian of P is
∂zP (0) =


0.8970 −0.0722 −0.1988 0.0633
0 0 0 0
0.1914 0.3343 0.9201 −0.0105
0 0 0 1


. (4.64)
As was the ase with trajetory B, it follows that the dominant eigenvalue for trajetories near C will
approah −∞ as d0 → d∗0 from above. Again, this result has been veried as orret in previous setions.
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4.6 Figures and Tables
Cantilever
Sample
Probe
Laser
Dither-Piezo
Scanner
Position-Sensitive 
Photo-Detector
Laser Diode
Figure 4.1: A shemati of the AFM in tapping mode.
a) b)
d)c)
Figure 4.2: This diagram outlines the behavior of the apillary interation. The probe, initially not interat-
ing with the uid (a), moves lose enough to the sample that the uid quikly forms a olumn and pulls on
the probe (b). As the moves away, the olumn of uid ontinues to pull on the probe () until the separation
between probe tip and surfae reahes a ritial distane, at whih point the uid olumn snaps (d).
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Figure 4.3: Shemati of the lumped mass model used to represent the AFM antilever.
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Figure 4.4: Two branhes of period one orbits sampled at the maximum value of q. Points A, B, and C
orrespond with trajetories that graze with the event surfae orresponding to the onset of the apillary
interation.
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Figure 4.5: The three period one trajetories shown graze with the surfae Zkon . Note that trajetories B
and C inlude apillary interation, while trajetory A does not.
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Figure 4.6: Complex family of attrators that exists between the grazing points A and B. Note also that
this family of attrators exists and is stable for values of d0 smaller than that assoiated with the grazing
trajetory B. This gure was reprodued using the methods found in [18℄.
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Figure 4.7: High period attrator near grazing point B. From right to left we see a series of period adding
bifurations, beginning with period 21 orbits and ending with period 67 orbits.
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Figure 4.8: Original dynamial system (left) and modied dynamial system (right). The trajetory shown
is one that grazes with Zkon .
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Figure 4.9: Shemati of the modied system showing the disontinuity mapping D : x0 7→ x2.
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Figure 4.10: A omparison of periodi solutions found using the disontinuity mapping analysis (solid lines)
and numerial ontinuation (points).
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Figure 4.11: A omparison of the largest-in-magnitude predited by the disontinuity mapping tehnique
(solid lines) and found using the segmented shooting method (points). The segmented shooting method was
used here to get aurate numerial values for the eigenvalues of ∂xP ◦D near the grazing parameter value.
ZL f k
Zk
f
x∗
k>0 k<0
Figure 4.12: Shemati showing the omponents desribed in bullets 1-4
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Spring onstant k 27.5 N/m
Exitation Amplitude Fd 2.0625× 10−15 N
Hamaker onstant H 6.0× 10−20 J
Tip radius R 20 nm
Driving frequeny ωd 560π rad/s
Tip elasti modulus Etip 120 GPa
Tip Poisson oeient νtip 0.5
Sample elasti modulus Esample 120 GPa
Sample Poisson oeient νsample 0.5
Surfae energy of water γH2O 72 mJ/m^2
Intramoleular distane a0 0.103 nm
Cantilever mass m 8.885× 10−12 kg
Damping oeient c 3.9078× 10−14 kg/µs
Water lm thikness h 0.2 nm
Capillary olumn forms don 0.4 nm
Capillary olumn breaks doff 2.319 nm
Table 4.1: Parameter values used in all following numerial alulations
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Chapter 5
Cell Cyle Mitosis
As a further appliation of the general methodology presented in setion 4.5, we onsider a model of ell
yle mitosis, taken from Tyson et al. [49℄, that has a nite state reset. Here, the three state variables x1,
x2, and x3 represent hemial onentrations in the ell and x4 represents the ell mass. Upon reahing a
spei onentration of protein in the ell, the ell undergoes mitosis and the mass halves. The vetor eld
governing this system is given by
fgrowth(x) =


k1 − (k′2 + k′′2x2)x1
(k′
3
+k′′
3
x3)(1−x2)
J3+1−x2
− k4x1x2x4J4+x2
k′5 + k
′′
5
(x1x4)
n
Jn
5
+(x1x4)n
− k5x3
rx4(1− x4x¯4 )


, (5.1)
where k1,k
′
2, k
′′
2 , k
′
3, k4, k
′
5, k
′′
5 , and k6 are rate onstants, J3, J4, and J5 are Mihaelis-Menten onstants, n is
some integer, r is the linear growth in the limit x4 ≪ x¯4, and x¯4 is the limiting ell mass. Upon transversal
rossing of the event surfae Zk from negative to positive values of the funtion
k(x)
.
= x¯1 − x1, (5.2)
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where x¯1 is a trigger level for ell division, the following nite state reset is applied:
x→ g(x) =


x1
x2
x3
x4/2


(5.3)
5.1 Appliation of the Disontinuity Mapping Tehnique to
Systems with a Finite State Reset
We revisit the general disontinuity mapping approah presented in 4.5.2 while onsidering a system with a
nite state reset. Consider a hybrid dynamial system whose dynamis in a small neighborhood around a
point x∗ are governed by a smooth vetor eld f , and for whih a state reset x 7→ g(x) , for some smooth
funtion g : ℜn → ℜn, is applied when k = 0, for some smooth funtion k : ℜn → ℜ, and Lfk > 0. In
partiular, we assume that x∗ ∈ Zk ∩ ZLfk and that the following non-degeneray onditions hold:
∂xk(x
∗) 6= 0 and (L2fk)(x∗) > 0 (5.4)
By onstrution, onditions 1 and 2 from setion 4.5.2.1 are automatially satised.
As in the ase of loal hysteresis, we onsider a modied system for whih the vetor eld f applies loally
to x∗, and for whih the state reset x 7→ g(x) is applied when ZLfk is rossed transversally. We assume that
x∗ ∈ Γ, where Γ is a period one trajetory with period T . By suitable non-degeneray assumptions about the
dynamis away from x∗, the impliit funtion theorem implies that we may dene a loally smooth funtion
P : ℜn → ZLfk on a neighborhood of x∗ suh that P (x) is the unique point of intersetion with ZLfk after
an elapsed time lose to T of the trajetory of the modied system beginning after initial appliation of the
reset g(x). In partiular, P (x∗) = x∗ and ondition 3 from setion 4.5.2.1 is satised.
Imagine that an iteration of P results in a point x lose to x∗ with k(x) < 0. Sine P was dened in terms of
the modied system, a subsequent appliation of P results in a premature appliation of the state reset, and
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therefore does not orrespond to the behavior of the original system. The disontinuity mapping, D, aounts
for this by owing forward in time with f from x until the subsequent intersetion with Zk. Appliation of
P at this point then mimis the response of the original hybrid dynamial system until its ation terminates
at ZLfk, and subsequent appliations of the omposition P ◦D will only mimi the original system as long
as k(x) < 0 at eah iterate. By onstrution, ondition 4 from setion 4.4.2.1 is again satised.
The expliit onstrution of D is, in this ase, given diretly by the result in Equation (4.39)
D(x) = φf (x, yτ(x, y)) = x+ y(f(x
∗)
√
2
L2fk(x
∗)
+ η3(x− x∗, y)), (5.5)
where y =
√
−k(x).
5.2 Appliation to Cell Cyle Model
We onsider two irumstanes where the disontinuity mapping tehnique outlined above an be applied to
the ell yle model. Consider the event funtion
k(x) = x¯1 − x1 (5.6)
for whih
Lfk(x) = −k1 + (k
′
2 + k
′′
2x2)x1 (5.7)
Let k1 = 0.04, k
′
2 = 0.04, k
′′
2 = 1, k
′
3 = 1, k4 = 35, k
′
5 = 0.005, k
′′
5 = 0.2, k6 = 0.1, J3 = 0.04, J4 = 0.04,
J5 = 0.3, n = 4, r = 0.01, and x¯1 = 10. There exists a branh of period one solutions (see Figure 5.1) that,
for dereasing k
′′
3 , terminates at the point
x∗ =
(
0.1 0.3600 0.1587 2.3241
)T
(5.8)
for k
′′
3 = k
′′
∗
3 = 45.1133. Here, the point x
∗
lies on both the surfae given by k(x) = 0 and the surfae given
by (Lfk)(x) = 0, i.e. x
∗ ∈ Zk and x∗ ∈ ZLfk. Eah solution on this branh onsists of a trajetory segment
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emanating from g(x) for some x that rosses Zk with k dereasing, and proeeds to ross ZLfk before
terminating on Zk with k inreasing at x. The terminal point of the branh orresponds to a trajetory,
shown in Figure 5.2, that begins at g(x∗) and terminates at x∗ suh that
(L2fk)(x
∗) = 0.0357 (5.9)
and k > 0 everywhere exept at x∗, therefore satisfying the requirements outlined in setion 4.5.2.1.
The analysis now follows diretly from the previous setions. We apply the following oordinate transforma-
tion
ψ(x) =


x1 − x¯1
k1 − (k′2 + k
′′
2 x2)x1
x3 − x∗3
x4 − x∗4
k
′′
3 − k
′′
∗
3


=⇒


x1
x2
x3
x4
k′′3


=


x¯1 + z1
k1−k
′
2
(x¯1+z1)−z2
k
′′
2
(x¯1+z1)
x∗3 + θ1
x∗4 + θ2
k
′′
∗
3 + µ


(5.10)
with
ftransformed(0) =


0
−0.0357
0.0421
0.0178
0


. (5.11)
Using the methods desribed in Chapter 2, we an numerially integrate and arrive at the following jaobian:
∂zP (0) =


0.0365 0.0044 0.3747 0.2040 −1.9377
0 0 0 0 0
0.0574 0.0069 0.5882 0.3203 −3.0342
−0.0270 −0.0033 −0.2773 −0.1510 1.5703
0 0 0 0 1


(5.12)
The results that follow from setion 4.5.2.3 suggest that the dominant eigenvalue of the jaobian of P ◦D
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approahes ∞ as k′′3 ↓ k
′′
∗
3 . These preditions are onrmed in the numeris shown in Figure 5.5.
Consider the following event funtion:
k(x) = −x¯1 + x1 (5.13)
for whih
Lfk(x) = k1 − (k
′
2 + k
′′
2 x2)x1 (5.14)
Now let k1 = 0.04, k
′′
2 = 1, k
′
3 = 1, k
′′
3 = 10, k4 = 35, k
′
5 = 0.005, k
′′
5 = 0.2, k6 = 0.1, J3 = 0.04, J4 = 0.04,
J5 = 0.3, n = 4, r = 0.01, and x¯1 = 10. For these parameter values, and for inreasing values of k
′
2, there
exists a branh of period-one solutions (see Figure 5.3) that terminates for k
′
2 = k
′
∗
2 = 0.1503 with
x∗ =
(
0.1 0.2497 0.3290 1.3703
)T
(5.15)
Again, x∗ is the point on the terminal trajetory for whih x∗ ∈ Zk and x∗ ∈ ZLfk. Solutions on this branh
onsist of a trajetory segment emanating from g(x) for some x that rosses Zk with k inreasing, and, in
ontrast to the previous ase, terminates on Zk with k dereasing at x before reahing ZLfk with L
2
fk > 0.
The terminal point of this branh orresponds to a trajetory, shown in Figure 5.4, that begins at g(x∗) and
terminates at x∗ suh that
(L2fk)(x
∗) = 0.0061 (5.16)
and k > 0 near x∗, therefore satisfying the requirements outlined in setion 4.5.2.1.
Again, we follow the methodology presented in previous setions and apply the following transformation:
ψ(x) =


x1 − x¯1
−k1 + (k′2 + k
′′
2 x2)x1
x3 − x∗3
x4 − x∗4
k
′
2 − k
′
∗
2


=⇒


x1
x2
x3
x4
k′2


=


x¯1 − z1
k1−(k
′
∗
2
+z5)(x¯1−z1)+z2
k
′′
2
(x¯1−z1)
x∗3 + θ1
x∗4 + θ2
k
′
∗
2 + µ


, (5.17)
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suh that
ftransformed(0) =


0
−0.0061
−0.0196
0.0118
0


(5.18)
Numerial integration of the variational equations yields
∂zP (0) =


−0.0467 −0.0100 3.3613 7.3618 −193.5650
0 0 0 0 0
0.1346 0.0289 −9.6910 −21.2248 560.0299
−0.0721 −0.0155 5.1905 11.3681 −291.9588
0 0 0 0 1


(5.19)
as the jaobian of the Poinaré map in the new oordinates. Results now follow diretly from setion 5.1
with a twist. In 5.1, an assumption was made that the system would ross Zk only after rossing ZLfk, and
that D would therefore onsist of a period of ow in forward time. In ontrast, the urrent example is suh
that Zk is rossed before ZLfk, requiring that D instead inludes a period of ow bakwards in time until
arriving at the ignored intersetion with Zk. We therefore use Equation (4.38) in our expliit onstrution of
D. With the appliation of this methodology to this example, it follows that the dominant eigenvalue of the
jaobian of the omposition approahes −∞ as k′2 ↑ k
′
∗
2 . Again, these results are onrmed by the numeris
shown in Figure 5.5.
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5.3 Figures
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Figure 5.1: A branh of periodi solutions terminating at a grazing trajetory that exists for µ∗ = k
′′
∗
3 =
45.1133. Shown here is the value of Lfk when the system state rosses Zk.
1.5 2
0.05
0.1
x
4
x
1
Figure 5.2: Grazing Trajetory terminating at x∗. This trajetory terminates a branh of solutions that
interset Zk after rossing ZLfk.
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Figure 5.3: A branh of periodi solutions terminating at a grazing trajetory that exists for µ∗ = k
′
∗
2 =
0.1503. Shown here is the value of Lfk when the system state rosses Zk.
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Figure 5.4: Grazing Trajetory terminating at x∗. This trajetory terminates a branh of solutions that
interset Zk before ever rossing ZLfk.
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Figure 5.5: Dominant eigenvalue of ∂zP ◦ D for the two ases outlined above. Preditions based on the
disontinuity mapping analysis are shown as solid lines, and results based on numerial ontinuation are
shown as points. In both ases, the dominant eigenvalue is shown to grow very large near µ = 0, and the
trends predited by the disontinuity mapping analysis are onrmed by the numeris. In both ases, and
espeially in ase 2, however, there are disrepanies between the exat value predited by the analysis and
the value found by ontinuation. It is possible that reproduing these numeris using the segmented shooting
method would remove these disrepanies.
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Chapter 6
Conlusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we have introdue two dierent approahes for onstrution a disontinuity mapping that
allow us to study near grazing periodi behavior. In partiular, a model of an atomi mirosope in tapping
mode was introdued that exhibits hysteresis in its vetor eld due to the onset and termination of ap-
illary interations. Period one behavior near grazing trajetories orresponding to tangential ontat with
the disontinuity surfae assoiated with ativation of apillary fores were analyzed using both a spei
perturbation approah and a generalized approah for produing a disontinuity mapping analysis.
Both approahes relied on the introdution of a modied dynamial systems for whih the rossing of a seond
disontinuity surfae triggers the onset of apillary interations suh that these rossings are transversal along
the grazing trajetory. The disontinuity mapping is then derived as a orretion to the modied dynamial
system in order to produe behavior that mimis the original system.
The disontinuity mapping analysis was found to predit that a branh of period one orbits emanates from
the grazing point, and that the dominant eigenvalue of the jaobian of a suitable Poinaré map is real and
negative and grows without bound as the grazing point is approahed in parameter spae. These preditions
are onrmed by results produed using numerial ontinuation in a region very lose to the grazing point.
In the previous hapter, a model of ell yle mitosis was introdued that exhibits a nite state reset upon
a rossing of a disontinuity surfae. Speially, when ell protein onentrations reah a ertain level, the
ell undergoes mitosis and the mass halves. Period one behavior near grazing trajetories orresponding to
tangential ontat with the disontinuity surfae assoiated with the mitosis event were again analyzed using
the generalized approah for produing a disontinuity mapping.
As was the ase for the model of the AFM dynamis, the results of the disontinuity mapping analysis predit
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that a branh of period one solutions emanates from the grazing bifuration point. In addition, the analysis
predits that the dominant eigenvalue of the jaobian of a suitable Poinaré map grows without bound, and
that this eigenvalue is positive at one of the studied grazing points and negative at a seond grazing point.
Although this analysis is able to aurately predit periodi behavior near these grazing trajetories, it
is limited in its ability to explain other behavior assoiated with the grazing bifurations studied in this
thesis. In partiular, for systems with hysteresis, it was shown in Figure 3.4 in the ase of a pieewise linear
example osillator and in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 in the ase of the tapping mode AFM model that a family of
omplex periodi and/or haoti attrators exists in between and around the grazing points assoiated with
the disontinuity surfaes studied in this thesis. This behavior is not limited to systems with hysteresis,
however, and a similar family of attrators an be shown to exist in the ell yle mitosis model [9℄.
As a soure for future understanding of these dynamis we might hoose to look at disrete maps. Consider
the following pieewise disontinuous square root map studied by Avrutin et al. [1℄
x→ g(x) =


k1x+ l + µ x ≤ 0
−k2
√
x+ µ x > 0
, (6.1)
where x is a salar argument, k1, k2, and µ are parameters ontrolling the shape of the map, and l is the
disontinuity. This map aptures the square root relationship shown to exist at and near grazing points (see
Equation (4.50)), and therefore may be able to apture some of the omplex behavior desribed above. In
fat, the numeris in Figure 6.1 show two branhes of period one trajetories, one for x < 0 and one for
x > 0, that terminate at grazing bifurations at x = 0. In addition, a omplex family of attrators exists
between these two grazing points, and onsists of a period adding asade that builds up to high periodiity
at µ = −1.
Similarly, a two dimensional disontinuous map with a square root of the form
x→ g(x) =


Cx+ µ+ L x1 ≤ 0
−Ax˜+ µ x1 > 0
, (6.2)
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where µ =

 µ1
µ2

, L =

 L1
L2

, A and C are 2× 2 matries of parameter oeients, x =

 x1
x2

, and
x˜ =


√
x1
x2

 ould be studied to better understand the inuene that the inherent two dimensionality of
the tapping mode AFM model has on its dynamis. This is suggested as a topi for future study.
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6.1 Figures
−1.5 −1 −0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
−1
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1
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x
Figure 6.1: Numeris produed for the map given by Equation (6.1) for k1 = k2 = 0.5, l = 1, and under
variations in µ. Blue urve segments represent periodi attrators that oexist with additional attrators for
some parameter regime. These results were produed by iterating the map for 250 periods and plotting the
subsequent 15 iterates of the map for a given value of µ. Sweeps in µ were done in both diretions in order
to apture the existene of oexisting attrators.
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